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Will Enough Awaken In Time?
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KORTON

Good afternoon. Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton
here in Light and in service unto Holy God.
It is amazing to witness how your media dances
around facts and twists them to resemble vague
references to events as they ACTUALLY transpire. With
our help and guidance, may you be given insight into
your adversary’s plans to dupe an entire populace of
uninformed humans as they ready you for THEIR
VERSION of your so-called Apocalypse.
Since it does not have to happen as they have
programmed you to expect, is it any wonder why no one
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“in charge” admits to having any knowledge of or being part of the
conspiracy of The Lie? If the masses of you-the-people have the short
end of the stick (and you do), then just by knowing how someone else
has set up your future (and consequent demise) there will be generated
in your desires and thoughts the idea to have things turn out differently
than your slave masters have planned. This energy flow is, in itself,
enough to effect change.
Whether or not that change is measurable by you, or betters or
worsens your plight, is dependent upon what you think and do once you
know this information. It is the concept contained within these teachings
which allows you the ability to manifest your own destiny.

And it is that

(Please see Knowledge Is Power To Change Destiny, p.8)
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

IRS LOSES IN
TENNESSEE COURT BATTLE
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 8/7/98: [quoting]
Court Battle Date:
Wed, 5 Aug 1998
Oh man! If only this would catch on!
—Jim
“Hallelujah!” was Lloyd L. Long’s first
comment after being acquitted, recently, of all
“Willful Failure to File” tax charges lodged
against him by the Internal Revenue Service for
the years 1989 and 1990. How did he do that? No, it
wasn’t a miracle. Long did it by bringing before the
jury solid, well documented evidence, acquired from
the Research Foundation, and other sources.
Long based his defense on his personal belief
that he was not a person required to file Federal
income tax returns. Long’s war of words was
engaged through his attorneys, the nationallyprominent Lowell Becraft of Huntsville, Alabama
and Russell J. Leonard of Sewanee, Tennessee,
who fought with the most powerful and timehonored weapon available: THE TRUTH!
To open his defense, Long testified under oath
that he had personally studied the IR Code (Title
26), and truly believed the income tax to be an
excise tax which applied only to a specific type of
individual or “person” specified in the IR Code.
According to Long’s research, the income tax
applied only to non-resident aliens, and U.S.
citizens living abroad in a country where a tax
treaty exists with the United States.
Long stated that the only other IR Code
section he found that deals with the issue of who
is liable for income tax is the “withholding
agent”. In conclusion Long said: “I am not one of
those people referred to in Sections 1441, 1442,
and 1461, and therefore I believe the law cannot
a p p l y t o me.” Long, to verify his statemen t ,
picked up his copy of the IR Code book, and cited
one of the pages he had carefully tabbed from
Section 7701 (a) (16) which defines the term
“withholding agent” used in section 1461.
Long said that “there are many other tax
liability sections that apply ‘privileged
occupation’ to those who are involved in the sale
or manufacture of alcoholic beverages, tobacco
products and the manufacture of firearms, BUT I
CAN FIND NO SECTION IN SUBTITLE A
THAT APPLIES TO ME”.
In presenting the case for the Internal Revenue
Service, assistant U.S. Attorney Curtis Collier,
assisted by IRS special agent Michael Cheasley,
declared that Mr. Long had a gross income in
excess of $49,000 for each of the years 1989 and
1990, and that he had “willfully” failed to file
income tax returns for those years as “required by
law”.
In trial, the defense admitted that Mr. Long
did in fact have income in excess of $49,000 for
each of the years in question, and that he did not
file a return. Becraft, in defense of Long,
proceeded to prove to the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt that Long was not “liable” for an
income tax, nor was he “required by law” to file.

The defense brought out a case entitled “Flint
v Stone Tracy Co.,” which stated that an excise
tax was defined as being a tax laid upon the
manufacture, sale and consumption of
commodities within the country; upon licenses to
pursue certain occupations; and upon corporate
privileges.
The defense also turned to the case of
“Redfield v Fischer”. In this instance, the court
ruled that an individual, unlike the corporation,
cannot be taxed for the mere privilege of existing,
but that the individual’s right to live and own
property was a natural right upon which an excise
cannot be imposed. Defense also pointed to
several studies done by the Congressional
Research Service showing the INCOME TAX is
an EXCISE.
Finally, Long’s legal team pointed to another
Tennessee Supreme Court case, “Corn v Fort”, in
which the court ruled that individuals have a right
to combine their activities as partnerships; and
that this is a natural right, independent and
antecedent of government.
This testimony, brought out by Defense, was
the fact that NOWHERE IN THE ENTIRE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE (some 9,722
separate Sections, as of 1992!) WAS ANYONE
ACTUALLY MADE LIABLE FOR THE
INCOME TAX.
In a last-ditch attempt, the Prosecution tried to
insinuate “guilt by association”. They claimed
Mr. Long had “known and relied upon persons of
questionable character”. Their argument was that
the writers of some of the books he had read, and
some of the people he knew and relied on as the
basis for his belief had been convicted of taxrelated charges in the past, and “were in fact
criminals”.
Long responded that just because a person had
been convicted of a crime by a court, this did not
invalidate everything he said. To illustrate his
point, Long pointed out that “the apostle Paul was
a murderer, but by the Grace of God he became
the greatest of the apostles” [Not true, but...]. He
added “I did not rely on anything that I did not
personally check out thoroughly.”
BECRAFT SUMMATION
“FINISHES” IRS
In summation, Mr. Becraft reminded the jury
that Galileo was imprisoned for holding a belief
that conflicted with what everyone else “knew as a
fact” and that Columbus, acting on a belief which
conflicted with what everyone else knew as a
“fact”, discovered something no one else thought
existed.
A Chattanooga TV station quoted a
government spokesman as saying that this case
will change the way the IRS will handle such
cases in the future. The spokesman for the
government indicated that the government will “be
less likely to prosecute if a jury isn’t going to
decide in our favor”.
Patrick <psulli@eatel.net> “In its larger and
juster meaning, property embraces everything to
which a man may attach a value and have a right;
and which leaves to everyone else a like
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advantage...—James Madison
What’s interesting to note here is that the
prosecution did not challenge or attempt to refute
any of the cases cited, or the conclusions of the
courts. Furthermore, on the following defense,
once again the prosecution did not challenge or
attempt to refute the point made by Long’s
attorneys, nor were they able to show a statute
that made anyone liable for income tax.
The jury agreed with the Defense. By finding
Lloyd L. Long “Not Guilty” on all counts, they
have ventured into hitherto uncharted territory in
their monumental decision. [End quoting]
What an important win! Let’s keep praying
and working hard to overcome these lying thieves
and don’t give up.
Right is might when we know how to
present it!!
TERMS OFFERED TO CLINTON
From the INTERNET, by Sherman H.
Skolnick for Conspiracy Nation—Vol. 12, Num.
28, 8/11/98: [quoting]
Here are the terms reportedly offered to Bill
Clinton for a public apology and/or resignation.
Reportedly offered by Democratic National
Committee/Robert Strauss, Sr./Akin Gump Law
Firm (Strauss head of law firm; Vernon Jordan,
senior partner):
** Home in Pacific Palisades, California,
furnished, $5 million.
Ownership not joint tenancy with Hillary
Rodham Clinton. Does that mean divorce or legal
separation with full spousal support?
(Was this property planned to have been
bought by Dodi Fayed for Diana?)
** $50 million to be added to Swiss account,
code named “Chelsea Jefferson”.
** Al Gore to accept Governor George W.
Bush (Texas) as Vice President, or Jay
Rockefeller.
** Clinton to be offered position with World
Bank, or IMF.
** Mass media to support terms with “good
for country, stability” propaganda blitz.
Israeli intelligence, the Mossad, has already,
through New York private investigators, had the
Monica Lewinsky dress checked by reputable
private laboratory for semen DNA link to
Clinton—confirmed as positive. Dress given to
FBI laboratory may be gimmick for Strauss/
Clinton maneuver. FBI may state the dress they
have shows negative or was damaged by
chemicals. New York private test could be held
over Clinton’s head to force him to accept terms.
Mossad demands Clinton somehow force
China to stop supplying missiles and other
weapons to Iran and other sworn enemies of
Israel. Part of deal offered to Clinton includes
downplaying Wang Jun treason accusations
originally started by White House intern Mary
Caitrin Mahoney, murdered by intelligence team,
July 1997, in Starbucks coffee shop, Georgetown.
Since Wang Jun is private law client of
“independent” counsel Kenneth W. Starr, Starr is
involved in deal with Clinton.
So far, Clinton either refuses terms or wants
deal sweetened.
Senate Judiciary Committee, headed by
Senator Orrin Hatch, would have to arrange
impeachment trial if House votes Articles of
Impeachment. Clinton is threatening to expose
Hatch’s criminal activities with BCCI (Bank of
Credit and Commerce International), which could
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open Hatch up to criminal prosecution. Hatch has
been urging Clinton to resolve Lewinsky scandal
by full disclosure and apology.
Ultra right wing is itching to start accusations,
more public, that entire group of women in
Lewinsky mess are more or less assets of Mossad,
including Monica herself, since she was a teenager.
Mass media so far is resisting giving known bigots a
field day, yet basic facts seem correct.
Apology by Clinton or his resignation would
stop White House scandals from spreading to huge
Red China involvement with laundering illicit
funds on Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and Chicago Board Options
Exchange, known supporters and cronies of
Clinton.
Also, scandal to possibly spread to naming
three other White House women with apparent
direct accusations against Clinton, including his
apparent treasonous deals with Wang Jun, giving
the reputed head of the Red Chinese Secret Police
U.S. industrial, financial, and military secrets.
Stay tuned.
Let us please be civil and as always, Caveat
Lector. [End quoting]
Quite a scenario that does make logical sense,
but if it is truth, giving it publicity will probably
cause it to be changed—at least partially.
8.0 OR LARGER EARTHQUAKE
PREDICTED—SOON!
From the INTERNET, Mitch Battros
<earthcng@earthlink.net>, 8/13/98: [quoting]
Bill Steel of the University of Washington
Seismology Center, second only to the USGS site
in Colorado, stated today: “It is very possible we
may experience a very large quake (perhaps 8.0 or
larger) in the next few days, to occur somewhere
on the West Coast.
There were two quakes that occurred in
addition to the M5.4 that hit near San Francisco at
7:10am (PST).
They hit in the San Juan Island area near the
Washington State/Canadian border. The first was
M5.4, the second was a M3.5. Folks, I have
interviewed Bill Steel and the people who work
with him. I believe Bill to have the utmost
integrity. I can tell you, I am paying very close
attention.
Mitch Battros, Producer—Earth Changes TV
[End quoting]
It’s a good time to check your emergency
supplies because we know it’s coming—it’s only a
matter of timing. Both Northern and Sourthern
California have been shaking more violently these
past several days.
ISRAEL TOLD U.S. TO IGNORE
BOMB WARNING
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 8/12/98: [quoting]
Israeli intelligence told the United States to
ignore a recent warning that the US embassy in
Kenya would be attacked, saying the informer was
unreliable, the Haaretz newspaper said
Wednesday.
The newspaper, citing an Israeli security
official helping to probe Friday’s massive car
bomb attack against the Nairobi embassy, said the
informer had been in contact with Israeli
intelligence agents in the past.
The newspaper’s correspondents in Nairobi
said the man’s warning came shortly before
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unknown assailants exploded huge car bombs
simultaneously next to the US embassies in
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam on Friday, killing more
than 250 people.
Netanyahu has offered the United States
intelligence assistance in tracking down those
responsible for the embassy attacks. Israeli officials
said there was little doubt the bombings were the
work of some Islamic fundamentalist group.
[Haaretz actually wrote, but Israeli
intelligence told the Americans not to put much
faith in the man’s report.
During an internal briefing this week on the
Nairobi attack, an Israeli security official said the
Americans had asked Israeli intelligence for their
opinion of the man. However, based on their past
experience with him, the Israelis said the man’s
warning should be taken with a grain of salt.]
[End quoting]
The Israelis are renowned for giving the U.S.
misinformation.
Also, remember Netanyahu and Clinton
haven’t been hassling each other by the reports
that have come out over the last few months—so
why should he help Clinton out of his troubles.
And from another point of view, who’s to say
the U.S. isn’t guilty of another dastardly deal to
get the focus off the White House mess. Death
follows Clinton and his follies—make that fillies.
LIFTING OF HEMP BAN
SOUGHT—HEMP IS NOT DOPE
From the INTERNET, courtesy of John Ray,
<John.Ray.1776@worldnet.att.net>, 8/6/98:
[quoting]
by Curt Anderson
It will not get people stoned unless smoked in
massive quantities and its strong fibers can be
used in 25,000 ways, from construction material
to paper to clothing. It also just might make a few
farmers feel a financial high.
But right now, the federal government bans
cultivation of industrial hemp and considers it a
controlled substance, no different from its
hallucinogenic cousin marijuana. Several groups,
including the North American Industrial Hemp
Council and the Resource Conservation Alliance,
want to change that.
They are preparing to petition the Drug
Enforcement Administration to drop hemp from
the controlled substance list. They also want the
Agriculture Department to set up a system of
certifying hemp seeds and licensing farmers.
“There certainly is a demand for it,” said Ned
Daly, director of the Resource Conservation
Alliance. “It’s a very easy crop to grow. It truly
is a weed.”
Hemp has a long history in the United States.
George Washington and Thomas Jefferson grew it;
the Declaration of Independence was drafted on
hemp paper. During World War II, the federal
government mounted a “Hemp for Victory”
growing campaign for many military uses,
including ropes.
Some agricultural economists say farmers
today could gross up to $500 an acre for hemp.
Canada legalized it earlier this month after a
60-year ban, in part because of the income
potential for farmers, and several U.S. states are
promoting hemp research.
Hemp and marijuana are both varieties of the
cannabis sativa plant. But hemp typically
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contains only a tiny fraction of the active
ingredient, THC, that makes pot smokers high.
Still, the DEA and President Clinton’s drug
control policy director, Barry McCaffrey, say
hemp’s legalization could hinder efforts to stamp
out marijuana.
“A serious law enforcement concern is that a
potential by-product of legalizing hemp
production would be de facto legalization of
marijuana cultivation,” McCaffrey’s office said in
a statement. “The seedlings are the same and in
many instances the mature plants look the same.”
Supporters of ending the ban say that is just
blowing smoke. They say hemp plants are far
taller than marijuana, are grown much closer
together and typically are not allowed to flower.
The flowering produces the buds most sought after
by marijuana growers.
“The dope argument lacks any merit,” said
Hawaii state Rep. Cynthia Thielen, a Republican
who says farmers in her state want hemp as an
alternative to sugar and pineapples. “You can tell
the difference. You’re licensing farmers so you
know where the crop is. If someone’s growing
that isn’t licensed, bust them.”
The Agriculture Department, however,
questions how profitable hemp might actually be:
it is labor intensive and cheaper alternatives
already exist for many of its uses. For instance,
hemp linen costs $15 a square yard, compared
with only $7.50 for flax linen.
“Hemp production in the United States has no
demonstrated economic value potential as a cash
crop,” the McCaffrey statement said.
But proponents are undeterred, noting that
Canadian farmers plan to plant 5,000 acres of
hemp this spring and farmers in England and
Germany have turned solid profits from it for
years.
Some of the more unusual uses for hemp
include reinforcement in concrete, as a
replacement for fiberglass in cars, in shoes and
even as a cosmetic oil.
Beyond the economic arguments, proponents
say hemp is good for field rotations that help
sustain soil and reduce harmful insects.
“While the rest of the world is jumping on the
hemp bandwagon, American agriculture is being
held hostage to obsolete thinking,” said Jeffrey
Gain, a hemp proponent who was former chief of
the National Corn Growers Association. “It’s a
legitimate crop with enormous economic and
environmental potential.” [End quoting]
It looks as if some headway for hemp
legalization is being made. If enough of us make
contact with our legislative leaders about this, we
can probably get this passed. How about it??
CLINTON SCANDALS
BODY COUNT:
ADD SOME MORE
From the INTERNET, 8/8/98: [quoting]
Statement:
Just last night the same topic came up in my
home! It is coincidental, isn’t it, that something
big always happens when the heat is turned up?
Response: Not so much by coincidence, I fear,
than by design. I am not sure about other
administrations, but during the reign of Clinton,
there seems to be an uncanny synchronicity
between public focus on Clinton and national/
international crises. The last two are of the
greatest note: the disintegration of Clinton’s
support structure and the Capitol Hill shootings;
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the up-coming contempt charges against Janet
Reno and the DNA evidence on Lewinski’s dress
and the recent bombings of American embassies.
Dare we think that operatives would try to
divert our attention from a national scandal by
murdering people and endangering the lives of
many others?
Are you referring to the persistent rumors of
the Klinton death squads?
With the understanding that circumstantial
evidence is just that, circumstantial, there comes
a point when the preponderance of same leads one
to the conclusion that there is more to this than
meets the eye.
Sometimes, when overwhelmed with
supportive circumstantial evidence, one is forced
to conclude that a duck is a duck.
Could the intent be to keep us psychologically
indentured to that idea that big father/protector
figure, the head of our government, will protect
and defend us peons forever and ever??
The dumbing down of Americans is no
accident. It has been thrust upon us by the
concurrent phenomena of consumerism and the
relentless “usurpations” of our rights for decades.
What we are now observing is only the
culmination of the efforts of a multitude of
despotic regimes during forty years of a sleeping
American public.
And that would make us look with kinship,
friendship, respect, etc., on him? B.S.! The very
idea makes me sick!
Only for those who fail to see a tyrant for who
he/she is. Only for those who would have the
government do for them what they could do for
themselves.
You are not alone in your mistrust. Just keep
a search for truth/proof paramount. Then you will
have a basis for your suspicions, and let’s face it,
it is only our search for the truth which separates
us from the fringes.
Laziness begets tyranny. [End quoting]
When will these numerous “coincidental
deaths and suicides” stop?
PRAY FOR RAIN AND COOLER
TEMPERATURES
Several nights ago Art Bell asked his 18
million listeners to pray for rain and cool
temperatures for North Texas. And if you read or
heard the news the next day—they got both.
Happenstance? NO!! This was the 3rd or 4th
time he was successful in having his audience
pray for some type of help situation. Never give
up on positive thinking and prayer.
ISRAEL HAS HOLOCAUST
VICTIMS’ MONEY
From the INTERNET, courtesy of
<John.Ray.1776@worldnet.att.net> 8/6/98:
[quoting]
Hundreds of elderly Holocaust survivors live
in bleak conditions at Israeli mental hospitals—
while millions of dollars in German reparations
accumulate in accounts controlled by the
government.
Doctors say government trustees refuse to
allow the money to be used to improve the
survivors’ lives, turning down requests for
televisions, air conditioners and holiday parties.
About 900 of the 360,000 Holocaust survivors
who live in Israel are believed to be in mental
hospitals. Most have been institutionalized since
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the 1940s and ’50s when they came to Israel,
where weary survivors met an ambivalent
reception from a state busy creating a new image
of the proud, fighting Jew.
The patients’ illnesses, which are traced to
their experiences in Nazi death camps, make them
wards of the state. Their bank accounts are
administered by the court-appointed Fund for the
Care of Dependents, which is supervised by the
government’s General Custodian for Wards,
attorney Shmuel Tsur.
Tsur and fund director Avi Angel blame each
other for the failure to improve patient living
conditions. [End quoting]
For those of you who can read well “between
the lines” here you have blatant admission of the
extortion racket and cash flow going on here. If
we start with the fact there was no “Holocaust” as
presented in the history books, the rest of the lies
and deceit easily stand out.
WHO IS THE ENEMY?
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 8/98:
[quoting]
...I have noted some of the things you have to
say on this subject. I would point out that it is
said that the purpose of “national security” is not
to protect the populace from an international
threat, but rather to protect the government from
the populace.
As a corollary, the objective of government
secrecy is not to hide information from foreign
governments, but rather to keep secrets from the
people.
If these latter views on “national security” and
“government secrecy” are even remotely correct,
then their truth (in that case) strongly suggests that
the government regards its own peoples “the
enemy”, in which case it is unlikely that the
people would ever be granted the freedom to travel
to space as easily as hopping in the family car.
We therefore can infer an intent on the part of
the government, in the form of a vested interest in
control over the people, to actively prevent the
deployment and use of any technology which
would be cheap and widely available for reaching
space.
It is then no wonder that NASA has no
research facilities or projects for anything other
than rocketry and jet propulsion... [end quoting]
It seems many people are waking up to the fact
that we are our governments’ enemies! It’s about
time!!
GERMANY OKs PAYMENTS TO
HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS
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involved in this deal. What a racket!
SEA-LAUNCH ROCKET
PROGRAM SHUT DOWN
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 8/
11/98: [quoting]
The State Department has suspended work on
Boeing’s Sea Launch commercial rocket program
after learning the company disclosed potentially
sensitive information to its Russian and Ukrainian
partners.
Boeing officials tried Monday to convince the
government there would be no further
unauthorized disclosures. The $500 million
project would launch satellites from a floating
platform in the Pacific Ocean,
The material in question was not classified
data, said Dick Dalton, a spokesman for Boeing in
Washington, D.C., but he declined to elaborate on
the nature of the information given to the Russians
and Ukrainians.
The suspension led to the exodus from Long
Beach of 30 to 40 Ukrainian and Russian
engineers who had been working on the project,
which had been hoping to launch its first
communications satellite in early 1999. [End
quoting]
Sounds like a lame excuse to me after all the
treason that’s been committed by the Washington
goons. More than likely some other secret
technology avenue will be employed to address
whatever shenanigans were originally slated to be
conducted via this route.
REMOTE SMART-CARD READER
ALERT
Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, Jun./Jul./
98: [quoting]
On Track Innovations Ltd (OTI), a leading
Israeli company developing contactless smart-card
technology and applications, has announced the
addition of the SCI5000 Eyecon reader to its
family of smart-card readers.
According to an OTI press release, it is part of
a new SCI5000 family of OEM boards for chipcard readers. These boards are miniature cardreaders, about the size of a credit card and only 15
mm thick. The antenna used for contactless
communication can be either a local unit in the
reader or a remote passive antenna, connected to
the SCI5000 via coaxial cable up to 33 metres
(110 feet) in length.
The Eyecon features bi-directional data
transmission to/from the IC card at 106 Kbps and
higher, and a patented passive ‘electronics-free’
antenna or added security and easy physical
integration. The passive antenna can be mounted
in a remote location up to 33 metres from the SCI
reader/writer. It allows simultaneous transmission
of both power and bi-directional read/write
messages to contactless IC cards. [End quoting]
They’ll track you in every detail of your life.
Don’t forget that the elite can already see through
the walls of your house.

F r o m T H E O R L A N D O S E N T I N E L, 8 / 9 / 9 8 :
[quoting]
Germany has reached final agreement with a
lobby group representing Jewish interests to pay
compensation to surviving victims of the
Holocaust in Eastern Europe, the finance ministry
said on Saturday. The agreement covers terms for
compensating those who left Eastern Europe for
the West during the Cold War, a ministry
VATICAN-ISRAEL
spokeswoman said. The federal government in
TENSIONS ESCALATE
Bonn and the New York-based Jewish Claims
Conference agreed in January to set up the $110
million fund to pay compensation to an estimated
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
18,000 Holocaust survivors in Eastern Europe. Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 8/9/98: [quoting]
[End quoting]
Caveat Lector
I’d venture to say most of the money is going
A decision by Israel to broaden Jerusalem’s
t o “ s t i c k ” t o t h e h a n d s o f t h e “ m i d d l e m e n ” jurisdiction “is causing great disquiet”, the Holy
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See said this week, a sign of escalating tensions
between Benjamin Netanyahu’s government and
the Vatican.
The single-page “Non-Paper on Jerusalem”
was published Thursday by the Holy See’s
observer mission to the United Nations, and
expressed its support for a decision last month by
the Security Council to criticize Israel for plans to
expand its jurisdiction.
The expansion, announced in June, extends
municipal services to several West Bank
settlements and incorporates some Israeli towns
within the Jerusalem municipality—partly to
maintain the Jewish majority.
That move “is causing great disquiet”, the
Holy See statement said. “It certainly does not
favor a dialogue aimed at a solution of the
problem of the Holy City.”
The mission spokesman, Monsignor George
Panikulam, refused on Friday to say why the
statement was distributed to the press now, but it
appeared linked to Vatican anger at Israel for
interfering in its bishop selection process.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
acknowledged this week that he had tried to block
the appointment of a Palestinian refugee as the
archbishop of Galilee.
“I discussed the nomination with the Vatican’s
representative in Israel and expressed my concern
regarding the politicization of nominations of the
church,” Netanyahu said.
That led the Vatican to
sharply remind Israel on
Friday that it has the right to
name bishops without outside
interference.
It said the appointment of
Butros Mualem, a Palestinian
refugee now serving as a
bishop in Brazil, had been
blessed by Pope John Paul II
and that Greek Catholic
bishops had nominated him
without
any
outside
interference. [End quoting]
Interesting; Netanyahu is
condemning the pope about
politicizing the selection while
trying to accomplish the same.
The “kings” are at each others throats and we
will likely see more of this kind of conflict in
upcoming months.
TV HAZARDOUS
TO HEALTH?
More viewing time,
more problems, researchers say
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accidental injuries.
Oddly, children who watched more television
were more likely to be injured than children who
spent more time in potentially dangerous activities
such as sports and outdoor games, the researchers
reported in a recent issue of the Archives of
Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine.
“Certain forms of conduct that entail an
element of risk of injury may be stimulated by
example, as in this case by watching conduct on
the television screen,” said lead researcher Dr. D.
Jos Uberos, a pediatrician at the Santa Ana
Hospital in Motril.
Little research has been done on how TV
might influence children’s perceptions of reality,
Uberos said, but in the 1970s several children
were hospitalized for trying to imitate the
motorcycle stunts of daredevil Evel Knievel.
“I think this article will ring true to a lot of
pediatricians,” said pediatrician Dr. Victor
Strasburger, who wryly noted that one of his
childhood friends had tied a towel around his neck
and jumped out of a second-story window thinking
he could fly like Superman...[End quoting]
Some more reasons to limit watching TV!
IS THE BULL
GETTING TIRED?
From NEWSWEEK, Aug. 17, 1998: [quoting]

[End quoting]
I don’t think these charts are lying—take
heed!
CREDIT UNIONS ARE ALLOWED
TO TAKE
NEW CUSTOMERS
Time to celebrate another win over the
gangster-banksters. I heard on the news—only
once, the banksters must have shut it up fast—that
Congress voted against the banksters—who
wanted to destroy the credit unions because they
wanted the business. They must have gotten
enough pressure from us “little people” that they
went against the high-powered pressures and gave
us a break. Keep up the good works and we just
may get back our freedom.

E x c e r p t e d f r o m T H E D A I L Y N E W S, L o s
Angeles, 8/10/98: [quoting]
The more time kids spend watching TV, the
more likely they are to be injured—possibly
because television has distorted their sense of
reality, according to a new study.
Children viewing four hours of television a
day, the U.S. average, were more than four times
PAUL HARVEY
as likely to be admitted to the hospital for
February 10, 1996 RADIO
fractures, burns or bruises and scrapes than
children who watched less than one hour a day, a
team of Spanish researchers reported.
F r o m A F L Y E R, n o s o u r c e o r d a t e g i v e n :
The researchers questioned the parents of 221 [quoting]
It has been two weeks now since I broadcasted
children admitted to a hospital in Motril, Spain,
between October 1995 and June 1996. Of the the words of Pastor Joe Wright before the Kansas
c h i l d r e n , 4 7 h a d b e e n a d m i t t e d b e c a u s e o f State Legislature. No broadcast in my experience
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ever received such an enormous and persistent
response—mostly from people wanting copies of
his words—so we’re going to repeat those words
TODAY—after page two.
PAGE FOUR—You know the Electronic
information Council is very properly
proud,...MAN, OH MAN, they won’t invite Pastor
Joe to the Kansas State Legislature AGAIN!
They invited Pastor Joe Wright of Wichita
Central Christian Church to deliver the invocation
and he told God on ’em. Now God knows what
they’ve been up to. And no sooner had their
guest Chaplain concluded his prayer than three
Democrats on the state legislature were on their
feet at the microphones protesting, “he can’t talk
like that about us.” Representative Delbert Gross
called the invocation “gross, divisive, sanctimonious,
overbearing”. Representative David Haley called it
“blasphemous, ignorant”. Representative Sabrina
Standifer echoed the indignation!
What in the world had Pastor Joe said, in
Topeka, which incited the righteous wrath of three
Democrats from Hayes and Kansas City?
Well, I secured the entire text of the
invocation so that you can evaluate it for yourself,
and from now on, I quote:
“Heavenly Father, we come before You today
to ask Your forgiveness and to seek Your
direction and guidance. We know Your word says
‘Woe to those who call evil good’—but that’s
exactly what we have
done. We’ve lost our
spiritual equilibrium and
inverted our values.
* We confess that we
have ridiculed the absolute
truth of Your Word in the
name
of
MORAL
PLURALISM;
* We have worshiped
other gods and called it
MULTICULTURALISM;
* We have endorsed
perversion and called it
an
ALTERNATIVE
LIFESTYLE;
* We have exploited
the poor and called it a
LOTTERY;
* We have neglected the needy and called it
SELF-PRESERVATION;
* We have rewarded laziness and called it
WELFARE;
* In the name of choice we have KILLED
OUR UNBORN;
* In the name of right to life we have KILLED
ABORTIONISTS;
* We have NEGLECTED to discipline and
called it—BUILDING ESTEEM;
* We have ABUSED power and called it
POLITICAL SAVVY;
* We have COVETED our neighbors’
possessions and called it TAXES;
* We have POLLUTED the air with profanity
and pornography and have called it FREEDOM
OF EXPRESSION;
* We have RIDICULED the time-honored
values of our forefathers and called it—
ENLIGHTENMENT.
Search us, Oh God, and know our hearts
today. Try us and show us any wicked in us.
Cleanse us from every sin and set us free. Guide
and bless these men and women who have been
sent here by the people of Kansas and who have
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been ordained by You to govern this great state.
Grant them Your wisdom to rule and may their
decisions direct us to the center of Your Will.
I ask it in the Name of Your Son, the living
Savior, Jesus Christ—Amen.” [End quoting]
What a brilliant way to get a message across.
No wonder the crooks were indignant!

The New Jersey Supreme Court has ruled that
property owners are entitled to a jury trial when
the state seeks to take their property under
existing forfeiture laws. Citing history, the
presiding judge affirmed that colonists were
entitled to jury trials for forfeitures of their
property, and asked why wouldn’t citizens today?
The state attorney’s office fought the case, saying
that the trials would be too costly and timeconsuming
for the state to maintain. [End quoting]
Toss the Constitution—we don’t have time for
it. If we citizens tossed the goon squad politicians
into prison without a trial, what do you think they
would say?
As you can see by some of the stories I’ve
been using, we are winning some—NOW let’s
make it a whole lot more!! Keep the phones,
pens, faxes, e-mail, etc., working. Don’t give up!

LIKE TALKING TO A WALL
From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Sep.
1998: [quoting]
LEAVE A message where people will
notice it—right on the wall switch. The Digitat
Message Center wallplate includes a voice chip,
that records a message of up to 10 seconds long.
A red LED blinks when there’s a message. The
$15 wallplate runs on three AAA batteries for
approximately one year. American Tack &
Hardware, 25 Robert Pitt Dr., Monsey, NY 10952
[End quoting]
Excellent idea.
COVERAGE FOR ADDICTS
From the Modesto Bee, 8/1/98: [quoting]
Addiction experts have urged lawmakers to
require health insurance plans to cover alcoholism
and drugabuse treatment the same as illnesses
such as diabetes. Now treatment centers are
pushing legislation barring insurance plans from
imposing stricter limits on substance-abuse treatment
than for other medical services. [End quoting]
Up goes your insurance policy to pay for those
who blow their health and money on drugs,
alcohol, etc. You should be able to purchase an
insurance policy that is made for non-addicts.
BUTTERFLY
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
www.celestinevision.com/je~_body.html,> 8/98:
[quoting]
A family in my neighborhood once brought in
two cocoons that were just about to hatch. They
watched as the first one began to open and the
butterfly inside squeezed very slowly and
painfully through a tiny hole that it chewed in one
end of the cocoon. After lying exhausted for
about ten minutes following its agonizing
emergence, the butterfly finally flew out the open
window on its beautiful wings.
The family decided to help the second
butterfly so that it would not have to go through
such an excruciating ordeal. So, as it began to
emerge, they carefully sliced open the cocoon
with a razor blade, doing the equivalent of a
Caesarean section. The second butterfly never did
sprout wings, and in about ten minutes, instead of
flying away, it quietly died.
The family asked a biologist friend to explain
what had happened. The scientist said that the
difficult struggle to emerge from the small hole
actually pushes liquids from deep inside the
butterfly’s body cavity into the tiny capillaries in
the wings, where they harden to complete the
healthy and beautiful adult butterfly.
WITHOUT THE STRUGGLE, THERE ARE NO
WINGS.—Author Unknown [End quoting]
What a great lesson!
VICTORY FOR
PROPERTY RIGHTS
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 8/10/98: [quoting]
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could be the ultimate snooping device.
Snoopers currently have the ability to activate
phones connected by a line via remote control and
listen to people at home or work while the phone
is hung up. To avoid being snooped on unhook
your phones, but leave one on the hook in a room
you don’t use much to know when a call is
coming in.
You can also buy a special ringer box made
for the hard of hearing and leave all your phones
off line. [End quoting]
Don’t we wonder why these elite are always
worried about our safety and yet they have their
depopulation Plan 2000 to kill off multi-billions
of us?? I suggest we give this a long, hard
thought.
BT, AT&T LAUNCH $10
BILLION GLOBAL TIE-UP

AUTO BLACK BOX
From the INTERNET, 7/98: [quoting]
Safety officials are testing an electronic black
box that automatically calls 911 for help after a
car crash.
The system is already installed and being
tested in 500 vehicles in Erie County, N.Y. So
far, there have been six crashes and the box
worked properly in all cases, officials said. The
units will cost about $200.
“With this technology, we can automatically
extend America’s safety net to those who need
help,” said Dr. Ricardo Martinez, head of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
When a car crashes, the electronic black box
situated under the driver’s seat transmits the exact
location of the vehicle to a government satellite
through the car’s cellular phone. The satellite
then beams the information to a computer at the
911 center for the Erie County sheriff’s
department and the computer displays the crash
location on a map.
The box also transmits the severity of the
crash and whether the auto was hit in the front,
rear or side or rolled over. Once the 911 center
receives the crash information, the car’s cellular
phone automatically establishes a phone channel
with the sheriff’s department so a dispatcher can
ask occupants whether they are injured.
“The chain of survival starts with discovery of
a crash, followed by access to a phone and then
notification of the correct emergency services,”
Martinez said. “By building this technology, we
can eliminate ... deadly delays.”
The agency is developing the technology with
Caltrans, a private company. “We believe you’ll
see these (systems) readily available within five
years,” Martinez said. “They will be fairly
common.”
One obstacle to making the system a reality is
establishing a national network at local emergency
centers able to receive the phone calls. “That’s a
big issue,” Martinez said. “Over half the fatal
crashes are single vehicles and the majority of
them occur in a rural environment.”
Most people will think nothing of this, but it
is another nail in the coffin. The New World
Order Gang wants to stick a black box in every car
so they can keep track of them. Besides sending a
signal to a government satellite pinpointing the
vehicle’s exact location the cell phone is activated
and the 911 people have an open line to the
occupants. This system may allow bureaurats to
activate a cell phone at any time and listen in to the
passengers’ conversation without them knowing it. It

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/26/98: [quoting]
AT&T Corp. and British Telecommunications
on Sunday launched a $10 billion global venture
that links the largest carriers in the world’s most
competitive telecom markets.
The companies will pool their international
assets and operations to offer one-stop shopping
for multinationals’ communication needs between
offices around the world.
The 50-50 U.S.-based joint venture is expected
to have about 5,000 employees, annual revenues
of more than $10 billion in the first full year and
operating profits of around $1 billion.
“Through the venture, BT and AT&T aim to
be the undisputed leaders in the fast-growing
global communications services market,” the
groups said in a joint statement. [End quoting]
Look for our telephone bills to go up. The
monopolies are growing exponentially.
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING
From ANGELS ON EARTH, Jul./Aug. 1996,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
10512: [quoting]
My mom always told me that I have angels
looking out for me, but I never would have
thought they would care which shoes I put on.
One morning last March, before going to classes
at Bellevue Community College, I opened my
closet and looked down at the sneakers and penny
loafers littering the floor. Without even thinking, I
picked up my Doc Martens. I hadn’t worn them in
months, but something made me wear them that day.
I finished my classes in the early afternoon.
The sky was dark and cloudy when I boarded the
bus home. By the time I got off it had turned
pitch-black and hailstones were flying. It’s a
short walk to my house, I told myself as I opened
my umbrella. I’ll be fine.
Lightning flashed and thunder crackled.
The split second between flash and crack made
me realize the storm was right upon me. The
lightning, I thought. Should I get rid of my
umbrella?
Before I had a chance to do anything, a surge
of electricity raced down my right side. I dropped
my umbrella and screamed. I wanted to find a
place to hide. Cold and confused, I picked up the
umbrella and began to run home.
The lightning struck again. With a blinding
flash the current flew through my body. I tossed
my umbrella down and collapsed on the sidewalk in
pain. My finger throbbed and my body trembled.
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As I knelt there, cradling myself, a car pulled
up and two women jumped out. “I’ve been hit,” I
explained. “By lightning.”
“We’re nurses,” one of them said.
They helped me in their car and drove me
home.
From there they called 911 and Mom who was
at work. Medics came to the house and checked
my heart, my pulse, my body for any burns. “It’s
amazing you weren’t killed,” one said. “The
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electric shock could have gone to your heart.”
When Mom got home she took me to our
family physician. He too checked me out
carefully. He asked me about the clothes I was
wearing—jeans and a sweater—or any insulating
fabric, plastic or rubber. It was then that I
thought about my Doc Martens, with their thick
rubber soles. “I hadn’t worn them for a long
time,” I said. “Until today.”
Then he said a very curious thing for a doctor.

“Do you believe in angels?”
“Sure,” I said.
He smiled kindly and told me, “Well, you had
angels all around you.” Walking with me on the
asphalt, stepping out of the car to rescue me, and
yes, looking over my shoulder that morning when
I picked out my Doc Martens. —by Brittany
Collins, Bellevue, Washington [End quoting]
Make sure you always invite your angels
along your daily routine to protect you!

A Letter In Response To
Recent Television Interviews

of the highest calibre possible. Why were they
not mentioned? Would that have necessitated a
more sober and eye-opening presentation about
the whys and wherefores of “the Tehachapi cult”
than the nonsense that got chosen for
presentation from hours of tape and notes?
Understand that I am not necessarily criticizing
Rebecca and Jon. They are very nice people
and, I thought, understood at least some of what
was being talked about. But I also warned them
(“Are you SURE you want to do this story?”)
that it would be highly unlikely the presentation
ultimately aired would be allowed to tell the
truth. I would have loved to have been wrong
about that prediction!
I did not leave the high-paying Silicon
Valley and prestige research university and
think-tank environments (wherein I had a
high enough security clearance to know about
things you chose to laugh about) because I
e n j oy p ove r t y.
H oweve r I D O h ave a
c o n s c i e n c e a n d I D O c a re ab o u t wh a t i s
happening to this once great nation—as do
others who help out in this “Tehachapi cult”.
Your news offerings and station philosophy
give lip service to such things as “community
service” but what you delivered in this story
will, as things unfold in the very near future,
give you much pause for concern and restless
or sleepless nights—if you have not sold your
conscience out to the dollar. I expect you will
be especially troubled if you have a family
who depend upon your good judgement.
Telling the tr uth has never been popular.
Truth bringers are always laughed at, spat upon,
called names, burned at the stake, or the
benef iciaries of other reactions of fear and
suppression of that which is inconvenient to the
crooks in high places. The same reason I
consented to the gamble of “wasting” my time
with Rebecca and Jon is the reason YOU had a
chance to help a lot of local area residents
become a little more prepared for events soon
upon us, both natural and man-made.
I wonder how good and self-congratulatory
yo u w i l l f e e l wh e n s u c h a s M a m m o t h d o e s
f i n a l ly bl ow h e r t o p — a n d t h e m ag m a i s
RADIOACTIVE on top of everything else! Oh,
you didn’t know about that little tidbit? Maybe
you should have read CONTACT a little more
and maligned the educational effort here a little
less! I know what I am doing. Do you?

note than I (and others here) had time to be
gracious and generous with time when Rebecca
and Jon came here to Tehachapi, on at least
three separate occasions, to gather information
for the report on “the space alien cult” here.
Give me a break!
Is it any wonder we “shy away from” media
interviews when you represent a most serious
and imperative educational enterprise as some
kind of “conclave of nuts”?! This is what gives
news programs a bad name.
I a m t o l d t h a t I a m r e s p o n s i bl e f o r t h e
suggestion that led to your excellent 5 P.M.
N ew s s t o r i e s ye s t e r d ay a n d t o d ay o n t h e
i n c r e a s i n g a c t iv i t y i n t h e M a m m o t h L a k e s
region. Why couldn’t you have used THAT as a
segue to something like: “...and at 6 we will be
talking with a group up in Tehachapi who have
been working to warn people since before 1990
t h a t i t wo u l d b e s m a r t t o b e p r e p a r e d f o r
upcoming events like the possible eruption of
Mammoth...”
But no; why present something reasonable
a n d a c c u r a t e wh e n yo u c a n “ s p i n ” a n
embarrassing yarn such as you did? Were there
“hidden agendas” and “higher up” instructions
you were constrained to follow to keep YOUR
job? Do you really think your audience falls
for such convoluted blarney?
I deal with this kind of media nonsense on a
daily basis—especially the “national security”
excuses that let many a high political crook get
away with, sometimes literally, murder, while
the media looks the other way or sugar-coats the
Tuesday, August 4, 1998; 11:30 P.M. facts, if they want to keep their jobs.
This is why a newspaper such as I run has
News Director
had to exist! My Front Page headline this week
KGET Television, Ch.17
has to do with the curious deaths of several
2120 L Street
brave Search & Rescue people who were f irst at
Bakersf ield, CA 93301
the Oklahoma City Mur rah Building after the
(805) 327-7511, 327-1761
b o m b i n g t h e r e . T h ey h ave b e e n “ d e a d e d ”
because they saw things they were not supposed
Re: “The Tehachapi Cult” aired at 6 P.M.
to see in that ENGINEERED event. Do you
yesterday and today on Ch. 17.
think we’ll see anything about this anytime soon
on Channel 17 news?
Dear Sir:
My scientif ic and academic credentials are
I don’t have any more free time to write this
Editor’s note: As some of you readers are
a wa re , we we re i n t e r v i ewe d b y a l o c a l
Bakersf ield television station recently. The
results were finally aired in two installments on
their 6 P.M. news programs for Monday and
Tuesday, August 3-4, 1998.
While the interviews were most congenial
and conveyed much good information that we
we re h o p e f u l ab o u t s e e i n g o n t h e a i r, wh a t
actually appeared on local television screens,
after f inal edit, left us all with a feeling of
exasperation. The jumbled mess we saw bore
little resemblance to what was discussed at
great length—that we thought was more than
a d e q u a t e ly u n d e rs t o o d a n d t h u s wo u l d b e
presented in a logical and informative context.
It really was difficult to deduce if the young
ones conducting the interviews had tackled a
subject which was beyond their capabilities to
portray in smaller bites than an hour special,
or if a purposeful disinformation agenda was
carried out at levels of editing ab ove their
input.
In any event, by “popular demand” we are
sharing the following letter with you, which was
written in response to what was aired. So far
there has been no response to this letter by the
television station, or even an acknowledgment
of receipt; nor have there been any inquiries
from the ones who conducted the interviews
concerning our opinion about what was aired.
O n e s u s p e c t s t h e a i r i s h e a v i ly l a d e n w i t h
feelings of guilt on their part!

/s/

Dr. Edwin M. Young
Editor-In-Chief
CONTACT Newspaper
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Knowledge Is Power To
Change Destiny
[Continued

from

awesome Creative Power which the elite
parasite group is endeavoring to keep from
you.
This is what is meant by “knowledge is
power”. And is nothing less than the power to
loose you from your bindings of ignorance,
thereby steering your nation and world back from
the brink of self-destruction.
IGNORANCE IS NOT
SWEET BLISS
Ignorance is not bliss and, in this instance,
will get you killed! Keep in mind that the
whole of your physical world (which includes a
small portion of the invisible world of coalesced
gases you might refer to as “ghost particulate”)
is influenced by, and comprised of, thought
energy.
It is this process of “electrical
imagining” which sets up what you experience.
KNOWING
PARTICIPATION
and
MONITORING of those thoughts you allow to
pass through your brain vastly affects the
conditions of your perceived reality.
In other words, if your visualized interactions
with your fellow human beings are mostly
harmonious, respectful, loving, and centered on
GIVING and RE-GIVING, then your own
personal life experiences will reflect those ideals.
That is why your media is filled to overflow
with images of ignorance, sex, and violence; it
preoccupies your subconscious thoughts with
destructive negative images waiting to pass
through your brain.
At Britain’s mass-behavior-modification
think-tank called the Tavistock Institute, “social
scientists” discovered that human beings can be
conditioned and programed just like a computer.
The methods of such programing remain the
most secretive, YET MOST WIDELY USED,
“quiet weapons” your evil manipulators have
ever used against you.
By exposing target populations (which are
ALL POPULATIONS now, as you are being
readied for Global 2000) covertly and gradually
to repetitious conditioning by visual, audible, and
NONPERCEPTIBLE suggestion, they never
realize they are being manipulated in their
choices and everyday activities—not much
different than oxen attached to the yoke. This
methodology
passively,
BUT
VERY
EFFECTIVELY, programs you to react to
actions and suggestions in a manner not initially
realized, nor necessarily desired, by you.
Remember: this is the part of you that is
readily perceived and is that portion of your

Front
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personality that causes you to be liked or
disliked by others. Just as it is not God’s will
that you are filled with the desire to “sleep
around” in your quest to be loved by another,
“love”, as you define it, is not God’s definition
of the act of divine union. The only thing you
are going to find from this kind of search for
fulfillment is disease, suffering, and death for
you and the unwanted babies that will be the
result of your “choices”.
The moment that sperm penetrates the egg,
LIFE IS BORN. Murder (abortion) is not a
viable remedy to fix your so-called problem.
Man has no right to take ANY life, and that also
goes for your convicted murderers on death row.
You have the right to protect your societies
from those who practice wanton savagery on
innocent citizens, but man is not the originator
of human life; that is the exclusive right of
Creator Source! So you are not the ones to
administer murder as a punishment. Given the
fact that most of the real crooks are on the
outside of your jails (which are being used, ever
increasingly, to silence Truthbringers and ones
who act, in an unwise manner, against the
injustice system), I do not have a solution for
you until you get those crooks out of positions
of power in your courts and elsewhere.
You have come a long way—straight down—
as to keeping crime and corruption in check.
Those who misbehave now outnumber those who
follow the laws of the land. In the days when
evil was not so prevalent, lawbreakers were cast
out of their towns and communities to wander in
the wilderness, alone—and it was considered a
very harsh punishment to be shunned by your
people and family.
Indeed, such an approach to punishment was
most effective in those days because your morals
and belief in a just God were instilled in you by
parents who were not yet infected by modern-day
governmental regulations dictating how you
should live in the home. You were not so overpopulated then; the people lived and governed
among themselves; it is called Common (sense)
Law, the law of the conscience.
Constitutional Law serves to give your
overcrowded and underdeveloped societies the
chance to maintain peaceful coexistence among
your many and diverse peoples by attempting to
put Common Law into written form. So what
happened?
Enter: the influence of the Serpent People,
the dark elite controllers. These ones gave
themselves that label, Serpent People, and
throughout your human history always you’ll
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find references to the snake as the great tempter
of mankind (unfair as this is to the reptiles).
You are not born to hate or wanting to go to
war over the tiniest excuse. Creator did not
demand that, in order to “appease” Him, you go
and kill that He may be glorified. Those are
satanic thoughts, chelas (students), and it is the
evil one himself who directs the media hounds
to bombard you and your children with these
images for you to emulate and otherwise
condone.
Know HOW the game is played and WHO it
is directed at, and you will be a long, long way
out in front of the pack. There will come a
time when the veil will be lifted and the “Beast
of the Apocalypse” will be illuminated by the
Light of Truth and his deeds will be as writing
upon the walls for all to see. Let them who
have eyes, see and those who have ears, hear.
If you are not informed about what is taking
place upon your planet and what her history is,
you will not be able to “see” the writing, much
less understand it.
CLONES AND ASSASSINATIONS
There are many who still find it unbelievable
that mankind has perfected the technology to
manufacture (not create) human beings. How do
you know your President was not killed in the
Capital City shooting? There are gunmen
unaccounted for and unmentioned except for a
slip or two early in your non-news coverage of
events.
You already have a tunneling system which
connects your White House and Congress (as
well as other important buildings) to such as
Camp David—A “JEWISH” FACILITY
UTILIZING THE NAME “DAVID”, NOT
KING DAVID AS YOUR SCHOLARS
TEACH BUT DAVID EL ROY OF
KHAZARIAN MYSTICISM AND TRICKERY.
THIS IS THE CHANGE-OUT FACILITY
WHERE POLITICAL SYNTHETIC BEINGS
ARE “BORN”. Is it such a far stretch of the
imagination to move the body, or bodies, out
through one of those tunnels and within the hour
manufacture a replica of Mr. Clinton well
enough to make a statement from Camp David
by phone?
Don’t laugh, you readers who are new to this
source of information. How many of you caught
the mention of tons of ammonium nitrate stolen
from Colorado? This was many more times the
amount used in the Oklahoma City federal
building “bombing”—and that was only a cover
blast for the methods employed to actually bring
the building down.
As the scripted story unfolds, it does make
for a convenient excuse to blame WHOEVER is
chosen to be found guilty of (may I suggest?)
another pending assassination; this time not just
your President, but Vice-President, Speaker of
the House, members of Congress, and others of
your chain of command.
During the afternoon ceremony for the White
House officers who were slain, a well placed
bomb—not even a very big one—would have
effectively left your nation without any command
structure. As a sovereign country, you would be
finished, literally in an instant, as that which is
ALREADY WAITING as replacement is much,
much worse. Remember your adversary’s goal
of a One World Government BY THE YEAR
2000—a lot of drastic things have to take place
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in a very short period of time.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND
END PROPHECIES
Time, as you measure it, is not how we of
the higher dimensions “keep time”. We look at
sequence of events to see where you are in a
given lifestream experience.
Man would do well to make use of his
Higher Self to watch what is unfolding (with
deadly accuracy)—the plagues, famine, civil
unrest, threats of war, just like man-scripted
prophecy has told you it is going to be. You
always ask when to expect the Photon Belt
reactions (you are already experiencing the outer
fringes of those rays), or how long do you have
before the Stock Market devours your assets, or
will “Jesus” (Esu Immanuel) return soon?
Chelas, look around you. You do not need
someone else to tell you what is coming. Just
as animals of the field know when a storm is
approaching or something different is in their
sky, humans have the capacity to innately sense
danger in their own environments.
Iraq is back on the scene (it never left) as
the starting place for Nuclear War One, as the
Bolshevik false “Jews” (not Godly Judeans), who
secretly control most all of your government and
military, prepare to openly initiate excuses for
plausible use of atomic weapons. If that doesn’t
work, Mossad (Israeli Intelligence) nuclear
terrorists are ready to detonate weapons on
behalf of “those fanatical Arabs”.
Keep in mind that the Bolshevik-dominated
Israeli government wants to use stockpiled U.S.
and Russian weapons among their arsenal, to
detonate bombs in all the Arab countries to rid
themselves of their “enemies” and take
possession of those oil fields.
Kosovo, a fully planned and set-up powder
keg courtesy of Kissinger Associates political
consulting firm, is poised to be the catalyst for
YOUR INVOLVEMENT in another World War.
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan does not
show the horrors of war to stop you from
wanting to fight another one (as the film makers
suggest), but rather is preparing the American
people for a war. The story upon which the
film is based is about the true incident in which
all five brothers were killed, a mother’s loss of
her babies, and legislation passed to prevent this
tragedy from happening to another family. An
anti-war film would not glorify an “heroic”
battle, rallying American fighting spirit[?] to go
back and rescue one man.
That is not to say that one man’s life is not
a most precious and important reason to rally
together. However, this is not what is being
instilled in the minds of the viewing public. It
is the desire to GO TO WAR that is being
cultivated—just in time to fit The Plan. You
older veterans who remember how you got
yourselves into that war in the first place, should
know that Kosovo IS A RE-ENACTMENT OF
THE BEGINNING OF WORLD WAR II.
How do Russia’s “bear from the north” and
China’s “dragon” fit with prophecy? These are
the Mongols and the people of “Gog from the
land of Magog”. How feasible is it for them to
come into the fray? Wake up, chelas: who do
you think are Saddam’s two most powerful
allies?
You have all the ingredients for your
Armageddon scenario to happen in a quick
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sequence of events that could occur over a
period of a couple of years or IN ONE DAY.
A sequence of events does not have to be spread
out over any set period of time. The “sequence”
can happen simultaneously in your perception;
you have no way of knowing the exact hour
when these things will come to pass.
Not even the Son knows of the moment of
his Father’s commencement of the “Second
Coming”. None of the participants in GodAton’s magnificent cosmic play, including the
Hosts, are privy to WHEN Creator will make
presentation. But look around you: the clues
are here!
You can almost hear Clinton’s “Nero”
playing that sax as Washington’s reincarnated
Rome burns. Neither his August 17 “live”
statement, nor the Whitewater or Lewinsky
escapades are as they appear to be. Whitewater
is just the tip of a massive crime empire
involving drugs flown into U.S. military bases,
murder of cartel members who operate outside
the cartel, witnesses and associates being
suicided to prevent them from talking, and major
land stealing that involves not just a few
innocent citizens, but such as the RTC
(Resolution Trust Corporation) and the BLM
(Bureau of Land Management)—and the
subsequent confiscation of ALL PRIVATE
PROPERTY from you-the-people.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARE
ALREADY BEING USED
Your elite factions all have nuclear weapons
of varying yields. Meanwhile, you ordinary
citizens have no way of knowing if a nuclear
explosion has in fact occurred, if they don’t want
you to know about it. You are not allowed use
of equipment that detects the radiation.
Moreover, the effects of below-ground
detonations are not familiar to the masses. YOU
STILL BELIEVE THOSE TREMENDOUS AND
SUDDEN GRAIN ELEVATOR BLASTS (AND
THE LIKE) WERE FREAK ACCIDENTS.
THEY WERE PLANTED, UNDERGROUND
NUCLEAR
MINES
TRIGGERED
BY
AGENTS OF THE KGB.
(Or whatever
letters they are using this month. NOTHING
has changed with Soviet militarism or covert
intelligence operations, no matter what your
blackmailed politicians tell you about
disarmament treaties and the “death of
communism”.)
To cover their tracks, the Bolshevik faction
controling the so-called Clinton Administration
arranged for their visible puppet-masters to have
an above-top-secret backup plan which includes
plausible escape routes through tunnels to Camp
David or any other “cloning” facility. The
escape technology utilizes underground train
systems capable of traveling several times the
speed of sound (more wondrous technology kept
from the public). The connecting points are
often underground human replica centers such as
nearby Camp David or more remote locations
like China Lake Naval Weapons Center in the
California desert. (And by the way, the weapons
at China Lake are not so much the “innocently”
explosive kind that you-the-people would
generally imagine, but rather, very sophisticated
mind-altering and mind-destroying “technotronic
weapons” such as those referred to by former
National Security Advisor and Club of Rome
dark elite cult member Zbigniew Brzezinski.)
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Ones are worried about Long Beach (Harbor)
Naval Base becoming a Chinese operation.
What “trade agreements” might have been drawn
up utilizing inland China Lake and other
facilities with direct access to the Pacific Rim?
THE
RED
STAR
SURREPTITIOUSLY
PLACED ON THE CALIFORNIA STATE
FLAG IS NOT JUST FOR DECORATION,
FRIENDS!
These rapid transportation tunnels also
connect other bases in California, as well as
bases in New Mexico, Colorado, and Nevada’s
infamous facilities under such as Groom and
Papoose Dry Lake beds. FACSIMILES OF
“IMPORTANT”
PEOPLE
CAN
BE
ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY ON VERY
SHORT NOTICE!
Nuclear materials (and their tremendously
damaging effects from weapons and other
experiments) are in great use in these remote
locations. Your government has even carried out
time-travel experiments in these areas because
the large expanses of flat, undeveloped lands
(mostly belonging to your Native American
brothers) are ideal for testing a vehicle designed
to output enough energy to displace space and
alter its position in your perceived time-line.
Keep in mind that all material things are
composed of compressed energy and that “time”
is only created through the simulated condition
of motion. Even perceived movement is an
illusion; your senses electrically create that
sensation just as the still frames of a “motion”
picture appear as a continuum. (Remember:
Creator’s universe is a “cosmic cinema”.) Timeshifting experiments are carried out in these
remote locations to minimize the danger of
materializing in the middle of a past or future
civilian town. The BLM sees to it that your
government will always control those lands.
This is quite an oversimplified discussion of
what your scientists have managed to
accomplish. Other wondrous things exist on
your place. However, with the confiscation of
works and papers produced by such as Nikola
Tesla, coupled with the greed of your parasite
class (of elite money changers), it was long ago
decided to make tremendous profits rather than
correctly utilize more advanced, cleaner
technology.
YOU HAVE BEEN LIED TO
ABOUT ADVANCEMENTS
IN AIR TRAVEL, TOO
The advancements in genetic engineering, as
incredible as they may seem to you who have
been kept in the dark, are greatly surpassed by
the vehicles developed in secret to ferry your
elite controllers around in the skies and
LIMITED PORTIONS of space above your
heads. Meanwhile, you have a whole bunch of
replicated aliens ready to play their role as
occupants in remotely-piloted or computerprogrammed vehicles that defy flight
characteristics of conventional aircraft and
rockets. If your government does not want you
to know that humans are behind these Earthmanufactured craft, then do they not have to
manufacture other-worldly occupants as well?
There are more-terrestrial-looking craft that
will be allowed to have information “leaked”
about them to the masses. Some, like the
Aurora, a TAV (trans-atmospheric vehicle), and
Britain’s efforts at antigravity applications to
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craft they are developing, will allow your
uninformed world populace to believe in the
superiority of these nations as being the ones
who have technology closer to the staged “ET”
visitors’ machines. By secretly controlling what
technology you actually posses, and what
technology they want you to think they have,
public manipulation on a planetary scale becomes
the result.
The SR-71 Blackbird, a CIA spy-plane (your
government can’t seem to make up its mind
whether or not it is in or out of retirement) is
the fastest craft you are led to believe man has
developed.
Its true speed capability and
operating altitude are not even hinted at, as even
Jane’s Aircraft (the British expert publication on
military and civilian aircraft intelligence) alludes
that all your experimental and fighter jet aircraft
seem to have trouble going very far beyond
Mach 3 (3 times the speed of sound). [Editor’s
note: I (E.Y.) have it on very good authority,
from the realm of “in the know” professional air
traffic controllers, that the SR-71 is listed in the
confidential military specification literature they
have to read as a “Mach 5+” machine! I would
pay very close attention to that plus sign.]
From the very first PUBLICLY KNOWN
flight of an airplane, in 1903, all the way to the
Blackbird, and beyond, with your X-planes,
you’ve made incredible advancements in not only
aircraft speed, with records breaking one after
another, but in innovative and exotic propulsion
systems and building materials. So how come
the daring “push the envelope” boys at the
“Skunk Works” (Lockheed, Northrop, EG&G and
the like) have all suddenly come to a standstill?
Your space program still (publicly) uses
thrust systems that are more than half-a-century
old, with no advances in propulsion concepts—
not even with the Space Shuttle. Does this not
generate curiosity? How could it be that the
populace should be so sleepy and unquestioning?
Here is where the tyranny of mind control,
through the so-called “education” system, is most
effectively employed—all the way through the
college and graduate school levels.
This
“dumbing down” of the masses will—through
technology alone—create a god-man mentality
where the elite parasite class function as the selfproclaimed new “high priests” of your new
millennium. This same situation existed before
the fall of Atlantis, by the way.
Fifty years ago the evil magicians
consolidated their power for the last important
part of their domination plan. THIS PLAN
CALLS FOR THE USE OF SPACECAPABLE SHIPS. AND FOR THE PAST
FIFTY YEARS OF COUNTDOWN, TO YEAR
2000, NEWLY CREATED AGENCIES WENT
TO WORK ON THAT PLAN!
YOUR U.S. AIR FORCE (now UN-Israeli
controlled), CIA (created largely to deal
with the “extraterrestrial problem”), NSA,
STATE OF ISRAEL, AND UNITED
NATIONS WERE ALL STARTED FIFTY
YEARS
AGO
TO
BEGIN
THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE “GRAND
DECEPTION”. (By the way, the NSA was
established a short time after the CIA, by a
National Security Council, to take over the
CIA’s originally mandated duties. Central
Intelligence was then relegated to debunking
and manipulating UFO stories and
legitimate contactees. Mr. Bush inherited a
CIA that was also tasked with secretly

acquiring great funds, THROUGH VERY
ILLEGAL
DRUG-TRAFFICKING
OPERATIONS, which would then be used
for extraterrestrial projects.)
1900 years earlier was the time of the evil
magicians’ acquisition of gold AND YOUR
INDOCTRINATION TO GOLD WORSHIP (you
should have heeded Esu “Jesus” Immanuel’s
warnings about idol worship). Right now is the
time to bring it all together, and thus are there
being readied the bits and pieces of sleight-ofhand technical trickery in keeping with MAN’S
limited awareness of “fiery chariots” and “silver
wheels”. After all, the dark elite believe their
gods deserve magnificent craft too. How better
to pull-off their plan than with such mesmerizing
distractions!
However, there’s the other side of the coin
too, friends: These terrestrial technological
advancements—no matter how sophisticated
they seem to the uninformed—are mere toys
compared to accomplishments of the Hosts of
God-Aton. That is why you are not allowed
by your world governments to witness our
craft openly or even know of the sheer
numbers present around your little emerald
orb.
The size alone of a starship, larger than the
Earth if made visible to your eyes, is sufficient
to cause questions among the awakening masses
about WHO may be charlatans. Could we do
that (make a ship visible)? Of course. But
what of your free-will choice?
Such a
demonstration upon you people-of-the-lie AT
THIS TIME would serve only your adversary.
Does God have ways of making presentation
so you will not run in fear? Of course He does.
But that is not how YOU want the “rapture” to
unfold. Your religious ministries are preparing
you for something much different, AND EVEN
THEY SHALL BE FOOLED ON THAT DAY!
TECHNOLOGY AND MYSTICISM:
HOW IT WILL BE USED
TO USHER IN
THE GLOBAL GOVERNMENT
Anywhere in the world your political leaders
can be backed-up by a synthetic replica or
robotoid with the use of incredibly fast (to you)
aircraft. The “single seat” SR-71 spy plane of
course has had a second seat added to later
versions so it could be used to ferry doubles of
politicians and elite power brokers to places they
are not supposed to be—or in the public’s eye,
places where there should not be sufficient time
to complete the trip.
When then vice-presidential candidate George
Bush was flown to Paris for the “October
Surprise” meetings, where negotiations were
made with Iran to KEEP American hostages until
after the inauguration of the Reagan-Bush team,
U.S. and French government-military witness
accounts could not be corroborated. Time
frames given for the meetings, and Mr. Bush’s
brief hours of “retreat” for a fishing trip, did not
fit with a transatlantic trip, given the publicly
known speeds of your most advanced aircraft.
However, the SR-71’s actual speed was more
than adequate for the occasion.
Even Russia’s electrogravitic hovering
Cosmospheres, capable of speeds faster than a
satellite in orbit, with ability to land and take
off from the ground, are sometimes used in the
ultra-fast political transportation service.
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When a synthetic double for “George Bush”
was assassinated in Japan in the midst of a
roomful of people, including Lee Iacocca, a
replacement was brought in before the public had
a chance to find out the truth. Actually, many
of your Arab friends (now enemies—due to
Rockefeller-Rothschild crooked deal-making and
manipulation by the Mossad “dirty tricks”
department) know that Bush, still a UN and US
Intelligence bigwig, is a many-times-replaced
synthetic entity. Is it any wonder the Arabs
don’t trust you and refer to Israel (new
Khazaria)—AND NOW AMERICA—as “the
Great Satan”?
(By the way, Lee Iacocca was so shaken by
what he had seen, there in Japan, that he soon
removed himself from the chairmanship of the
Chrysler automobile company. He was then
quickly
replaced
with
a
FOREIGN
BUSINESSMAN. Perhaps you should have
listened to Iacocca when he tried to tell you,
before it became THE TREND, about American
knowhow packing up and moving to the
countries of your foreign competitors.)
There are always several standbys of your
President and other important political and
financial figures, ready and waiting to be
“activated”, in case warring factions of elitists
try to take out another’s puppet “point-man” in
public.
A fully functioning, synthetic human being
can now be generated in little more than the
time it takes to watch a film about them. The
director’s cut of Blade Runner would be well
worth looking at again. This movie was based
upon true incidents, not only regarding the
technology erroneously called cloning, but of
these entities being used in space projects and as
laborers on secret bases on the Moon and Mars,
code named Adam and Eve respectively.
In Russia, biorobots, as your Kremlin
brothers refer to them, are used quite openly and
still no one has picked up on their use in human
affairs. What does Mr. Yeltsin’s many-timesreplaced replica have to do to get your attention
as he malfunctions repeatedly before your eyes?
These beings do not perform well under stress or
constant attacks against them by all manner of
debilitating pulsed beams sent their way. Even
with the ELF-dispersement counter-defensive
systems (part of which double as Teleprompter
screens positioned on either side of the speaker’s
podium), it has become a great risk for various
factions trying to maintain the illusion of souled
people “heading” their causes or governments.
The “volunteer” scientists who paraded
around on-camera amidst the ruins of
Chernobyl—when it was fully stated that these
ones would not survive the intense amounts of
radiation from the site—went on about their
business like nice little robots, doing their work
with no thoughts as to their own survival. That
is the tell-tale giveaway about these beings: there
is no “soul intelligence” as you would classify
it. They do not fear being killed or dying; they
just continue right along with their appointed
task, even intensifying their work during
perceived threats.
You have become a people who are not only
controlled by figureheads in zombie-like fashion,
but many of you act like zombies too, with no
desire to decide for selves what you should think
or how you should react to what life seems to
haphazardly throw your way. This is how it was
planned to be. How else do you fall in such
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Agents of your FBI WHO ARE MOSSAD trap.
great numbers by the wayside at the whims and
Throughout the entire time, since the first
suggestions of the elite parasite class of the few TRAINED, and-or are actual moles within the
Bureau, are staging a coup against not just airing of their affair, every other member on
who control the great many of you?
the sitting administration BUT YOUR both sides, especially the other past female
REPUBLICAN STYLE OF GOVERNMENT fallgals, showed great concern on their faces.
RUSSIA LEADS YOU IN SPACE
But not Monica; she just smiled and kept in
AS WELL.
AND “CLONING” TECHNOLOGY
Even Lewinsky’s spindoctors of traditional step, while overplaying her role. She has been
Biological robots or genetic replicas, very Jewish Hollywood image-making could not make made fully aware of her “sacrifice” for the
different from what you understand as cloning, is one of their own a believable “victim”. How Israeli homeland, and she has, as usual, been
America’s highest secret intelligence weapon. It can you watch the news every evening, without promised a just reward of riches, stardom, and
is, however, third or fourth down the line from throwing up your dinner, as she, bad acting and perhaps a signature lingerie line or some such
the most dazzling of secret technologies for your all, is coached into becoming a willing mockery of morals and basic human decency.
I am not singling out the poor, young woman
Kremlin fellow “superpower”. (You are not the accomplice in criminal manipulations of your
only, nor the biggest, superpower nation and, if political machinery—while both her and Clinton for that which she is involved in, nor am I
you don’t reckon with that media-perpetrated are allowed to display the mockery that minimizing the way women (and men) are
claim, you are going to be fooled into disarming American morals have become through the hands treated by their superiors—especially those who
wield superior powers. However, you have a
whatever defensive capability you have left, of these Khazarian image-makers?
Unlike the setup and manipulated soapbox nation at stake, dear ones, and the manipulators
while the other TWO superpowers—Russia and
poor defenseless Israel—continue to build their distraction of Clarence Thomas and Anita Hill, are using just such a forum to bring down your
arsenals, nonstop.) It will be recorded for all where both were telling the truth (in this people and way of life because this is such a
time, within the Akashic Records, that the ones instance, for NONE of your public servants are delicate and volatile situation to you.
The adversary NEVER does anything or
behind the negative use of this biological “saints”) AS THEY EACH REMEMBER IT,
scientific breakthrough sold your planet down the mind-control techniques were not needed on picks a scenario without every facet of it
tubes in a time that will be recorded as The Fall Monica and “slick Willie” as both are as big at b e i n g p l a n n e d t o t h e m i n u t e s t d e t a i l , f o r
manipulating the truth as they come. Lewinsky’s m a x i m u m
effect,
with
each
portion
of Man.
You’ve had (and continue to have) other tell-all smile in the obviously staged video c o m p l e m e n t i n g a n d b a c k i n g u p t h e o t h e r .
great problems that led you to where you recordings of her gushing over the President like That is how they have been able to get away
currently are in your evolutionary downfall. You a smitten kitten—much different than an with the lies for so long.
Every aspect of a given plan to do you in
have secretly tampered with several things you overzealous admirer—should give you a clue as
should not have tampered with. These are big to how much effort and planning went into the has much latitude as to standby options in case
no, no items.
Your poorly understood
tamperings with biological life are surpassed
only by your even more poorly understood
tamperings with the very Lifeforce Essence itself,
through such avenues as what you would
recognize as radioactivity and with scalar-beam
technologies.
The fact that man has learned to manufacture
an empty shell of himself, without any
understanding of the soul’s involvement, as
infused through the Breath of God, is indeed an
instrument of his own demise. This is very
disheartening news, I know; however, even unto
the eleventh hour God’s “chosen” CAN turn it
around before it becomes “written in stone”, as
they say.
The Bolshevik-Rockefeller version, known as
genetic replicas, are technically inferior to the
Russian robotoids with their holographic brains.
You have an ongoing war of doubles, replicas,
and robotoids which are continually being made
from DNA-RNA blueprint fragments from the
other side’s organic puppets. These creatures,
when programmed to express aspects of the
political agenda of their “side” of the war, can
cause great mischief upon the stage of the play
you ones witness as “reality”.
For instance, the dress stain “samples” in
question, regarding the Khazarian sting
operation against Mr. Clinton as set up by his
“Jewish” constituents, can be replicated
whether or not he willingly gives a fresh
Each Phoenix glass art piece is hand designed, painted, signed and numbered by the
sample. Secret CIA medical advancements are
artist. Each creation takes 3-4 days. The glass art is in an 11x14 wood frame, with a
such that samples he provided for other
sponged-gold finish, and a chain on top for ease of hanging from your window frame.
purposes,
or
acquired
without
his
The colors used by the artist are: Gold Sparkle, Royal Blue, Blue Diamond, Emerald Green,
knowledge—JUST ONE CELL—can replicate
Amethyst, Ruby Red, Sunny Yellow, Orange Poppy, and Crystal Clear.
the entire being, and they can just take
Cost is $70.00 Continental U.S. for U.P.S. delivery.
whatever incriminating evidence is needed.
Cost for Canada $75.00 USPS (prices include shipping and handling)
Clandestine divisions of the FBI have labs
To order, send check or money order to:
that also know this and therefore proves their
compliance with “former” FBI agent Linda
Karen Singer
Tripp.
As with the Mafia and Central
P.O. Box 1911-172
Intelligence Agency, you don’t “just quit” these
Tehachapi, CA 93581
fraternal orders; quoting ONI (Office of Naval
Intelligence): “Once ONI, always ONI.”

Phoenix Bird Available
In “Stained Glass”
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something goes wrong or there is threat of
exposure. You need to understand that, no
matter how big the conspiracy seems to be,
IT’S EVEN BIGGER THAN YOU THINK!
These behind-the-scenes, so-called master
manipulators are the ones who sit in control of
YOUR physical destiny—YOU who are Lighted
Fragments of God-Aton’s thinking and
expression. It would be a shame to allow God’s
adversary to further use you as dupes in the
unveiling of history’s greatest deception.

happened because you are becoming aware
enough, through experiencing the higher
vibrations of the Photon Belt, to “digest” such
information. As you and your Earth move closer
to the Age of Light (this is not mystical, but a
physical physics phenomenon), it was decided
that you might now comprehend that which you
have petitioned for on a global scale.
God promised that Truth would go to the
four corners of the world in the ending times.
What have you done with it so far? As GodAton’s Lighted Workers (all who choose to
participate in Goodness) prepare for the
remainder of this next ten-year period, how
many will awaken to their full potential?
The adversary (look up the definitions of the
word Satan) is definitely aware of actual dates
and events as they happened.
YOU,
HOWEVER, ARE NOT!
The ones in service to evil will always
make use of that which God puts there for
your use. Since evil cannot create anything—
only steal or MANUFACTURE that which is
already created (for example, the cloning of
man)—he will try to fool as many of you as
he can. He is allowed to do so—IF HE
CAN—by using those things set up to
represent Goodness. Religion, science, the
Constitution—even something as seemingly
insignificant as hypnosis (a most powerful tool
for programing the mind to do positive and
constructive things) has been usurped by the
dark forces and used to do-in the masses of
unsuspecting humans while pretending to be
for the betterment of mankind.
Your adversary knows what he is doing and
his followers (willing breakers of the laws of
man and God, as well as those cleverly led
astray) have taken dates and events into account
in the planning of everything they do. They
may present themselves as “only” wanting to
stamp out any acknowledgments of God in your
places of education and public gathering, thus
giving the impression that spirituality is nothing;
however, they are FULLY AWARE of the
significance of the unseen world in their own
plans and actions.
What of Mr. Clinton’s August 17 date to
tape a live statement in the White House
regarding Miss Lewinsky? It is to cover a
number of scenarios planned to take your
present form of government into the Global
Community. Chief among the shenanigans is
to have all eyes focused on Washington on
that day to test or carry out their light show
in front of a captive world audience. Whether
or not that “light show” is of Earthmanufactured craft and their replicated “ET”
occupants, or the “light” of a thermonuclear
fire ball, remains to be seen.
However, one thing IS for sure: THE
“LIGHT” OF EXPOSURE OF THEIR PLANS
WILL CHANGE ITS EXPECTED OUTCOME.
NO MATTER HOW POWERFUL EVIL
SEEMS TO BE IN THE FACE OF
IMMINENT GLOOM AND DOOM, THE
DARK FORCES CANNOT PREVAIL IN THE
PRESENCE OF HOLY LIGHT!
Who knows, if this is THE day God chooses
to make presentation, I’m quite sure your
adversary, at the very least, doesn’t want to miss
the opportunity to either witness for himself
what Divine Intervention looks like, or miss the
“lifeboat” should any “fireworks” get out of
hand.

NOT SO COINCIDENTAL
COINCIDENCES
On the day your President was informed that
he would have to testify before a jury of the
people, General Motors and the United Auto
Workers suddenly reached an agreement. Keep
in mind that GM represents your nation’s VERY
LAST image of America (in the eyes of not only
the world, but more specifically the U.S. people)
as a symbol of stability and power in a global
community where sovereign nations are likened
unto your animals on the extinction list.
Those in the know are witnessing the passing
of the baton from one governmental structure to
another. The new structure, however, is not one
YOU voted for. It is a political system lacking
any input by its citizens and where the rule of
law will be enforced with dictatorial powers
unseen since your ancient days of barbarism and
conquering, during the establishing of the “Old”
World Order system of domination.
Remember: America’s vast, relatively
recent, “discovered” lands and natural
resources were referred to as the New World.
In your New World Order of reorganizing and
downscaling
assets
and
resources
(ESPECIALLY HUMAN “RESOURCES”) by
Year 2000, it has been a slow and tedious
process of pulling the wool over the eyes of
millions.
Treaties and trade agreements
hammered out in secret meetings, manmade
disasters and engineered crime rates, and the
halting of any significant industrial or
scientific advancements for public prosperity,
are how the “great civilizations” of the
Twentieth Century are brought to their knees.
(By the way, the Chinese aren’t just a source
of cheap toys. Ask your babies, who are
killing each other in the streets, how easy it
is to acquire assault rifles in YOUR backyard
communities!)
The establishing of this new Order will mark
the time when subtle domination became, once
again, open savage tyranny. If you allow it to
unfold without making any effort to change your
circumstances, caught-on-video incidents like
Tiananmen Square will look like “ring around
the rosey” child’s play for you ones who live in
large eroding (morals as well as infrastructure)
cities like “New” York.
WHAT PLANS DOES YOUR
ADVERSARY HAVE FOR
AUGUST 17, 1998, 1999, 2000?
The actual date of the new millennium,
AND WHEN THE ANCIENT CALENDARS
ENDED, began on August 17, 1987, not
January 1, 2000. You are eleven years into
the next cycle.
This is the date God chose to bring you THE
WORD, on a more widely available scale. This

AUGUST 18, 1998
Remember: even though the elite parasite
class deny and ridicule the presence of God’s
“extraterrestrial” Hosts, THEY KNOW WHO
WE ARE! Shocking? Why didn’t anyone tell
you about these beings among you? Why
don’t they make themselves known? Ah, so,
then everyone who innately KNOWS THE
TRUTH OF THESE WORDS stand up!
Earth humans, as unique and special each
unto the other, you are not the center of God’s
universe. Out of countless inhabitable spheres in
your known universe, do you think that Creator
saw fit to only allow life to flourish (to
overcrowding) on just this one planet?
LEARN TO GO WITHIN AND
TRUST ONLY GOD
You have been told by many Earth sources—
prophets, seers, and historians alike—that two
years BEFORE the millennium will bring the
greatest most noticeable changes as MAN’S
reckoning with the cyclic changes comes to a
completion; but YOUR SATANIC MASTERS
HAD A SECRET DATE (much like the “other
set” of books a crooked accountant keeps).
AUGUST 17, 1998 TO AUGUST 17, 2000
FITS QUITE NICELY FOR THAT TWOYEAR PERIOD.
Always your adversary will utilize, whenever
he can, that which stands for God and His
people, to hide behind as a way of fooling all
the people all the time. You have become
children of the lie and it seems that you have
fallen greatly from the centuries of programing,
ultimately to believe everything (never
questioning the slightest or most blaring
inconsistencies) you read in your holiest of
books.
The Bible IS NOT a “book of God”! Do the
wars, vengeance, and sacrifice truly sound like
what you imagine a God of Light and Love and
Forgiveness to be?
This is very offensive to many—even fatally
disheartening for ones where the programing is
total. However, you must come to realize that
EVIL IS THAT HEARTLESS! Any and all
methods are allowed to be used to steer you off
the path of “enLIGHTenment”. It just so
happens that religion and your cultivated worship
of money (gold) work best to produce entire
nations of slaves.
When man learns to go within and trust
only the God of his Eternal Being—AND HE
WILL, AND HOPEFULLY IT WONT TAKE
AN “ARMAGEDDON” TO CAUSE HIM TO
SEE THE LIGHT—then he will not need to
rely on tampered books, preachers, mystics, or
even us. He will KNOW Truth because it
will be him.
Then, no one can take that Knowingness
away from him; it will be a functioning part
of man’s spiritual and physical makeup. And
as with the separation of wheat from chaff
when tossed into the air, the winds of Reason
will always separate the Lie from the Truth
just as surely.
Tomeros Maasu Korton here, moving to
stand-by. May Aton’s Wisdom be a moment-bymoment part of your thought processes, for
ultimately you are going to find that you need
no other “crutch” to help you through this
experience. We of the Hosts serve only as
reminders.
Salu.
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Germain: Much Can Depend
Upon Your Inner Connection
8/15/98

VIOLINIO ST. GERMAIN

those who help themselves.” Well, a good it not more difficult to disallow someone to give
place to start helping the overall mission is to you a gift than to simply accept it?
Many of you, through your personal
Good evening, my scribe. It is I, Violinio learn to recognize and UTILIZE your own
perceptions and beliefs, have gone to great
St. Germain. I come in and of the One Light inner connection!
that IS Creator God.
The one who is penning this message right lengths to ignore and disallow the natural flow of
It has been a while, in your perception, since now began with a simple notebook and a pen. Guiding information. Again: learn to allow the
we have last communed in this manner. Be at For over a year this one figured that the process energy, feelings, sensations, thoughts and such, to
peace and find comfort in knowing that you are was too easy, and therefore it must be just the flow.
The use of a pendulum is a fine place to
ego wanting attention (though the writings were
“hearing” correctly.
start—if you have the patience to truly work
We of the Hosts of Creator God (His never shared with anyone).
Messengers) are quite busy in terms of
All of this one’s earlier writings were of a in such a tedious manner. If you choose (or
preparation for that which is fast approaching the personal nature to help with the problems and have chosen) to use such a device, then I will
manifested
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s propose to you that you try the following
that
were e x p e r i m e n t : a s k a d i r e c t “ y e s ” o r “ n o ”
physical reality
You are all efforting toward growth impacting
the question, and BEFORE the pendulum responds,
of your world.
and a greater understanding of who current
We have been
life s h u t y o u r e y e s a n d l i s t e n f o r t h e c o r r e c t
urgently trying
y o u a r e a n d w h e r e y o u a r e g o i n g . experience. This answer. Almost all of you will sense the
to get you ones,
receiver gave up, correct answer—without having to go through
THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL TOOL
there in the
and threw down t h e m e c h a n i c a l p r o c e s s o f d i s p l a y i n g t h a t
FOR
YOU
TO
FIND,
UNDERSTAND,
the notebook and answer through the motion of the pendulum.
physical,
to
A
N
D
U
S
E
,
I
S
Y
O
U
R
I
N
T
E
R
N
A
L
The point here is that you need no such
pen many times,
begin
to
in disbelief that devices! But if they help, then by all means
CONNECTION WITHIN!
recognize and
engage in direct
anything “real” use them.
Each attempt at connecting within will raise
communication
was going on
your frequency and thus strengthen your ability
with us and your personal Guides for a long time other than “self-talk”.
Well, my friends, you are ALL manifested to perceive your connection. In time you will
now.
Many have responded, and are appropriately thought-forms of Creator Source, and so—guess graduate from the need for quiet meditations,
finding that there is nothing “special” about the what—connecting within to Source IS SELF- chants, pendulums and such, to a more fluent and
ones who sit and pen these messages—except TALK! Though there was quite a bit of early continuous connection. This is to say that
perhaps for their beliefs and perceptions about reluctance (and feelings of great responsibility) stepping stones along the path need not be rested
the “receiving” process. This is to say that they on the part of this receiver upon realizing some upon as some kind of “pinnacle” of achievement.
not only believe in their connection to Source, writings were intended for a public forum, this Always look to improve and search for the least
they KNOW they have a direct connection to one eventually has become more comfortable restrictive methods of connecting.
Many
Source, and it is there to be USED and is not providing the many
can walk
something that is just talked about.
short
“spiritual”
into
a
Creator gave you these tools so that you can messages which you
You have all heard the saying: “God
g
r
o
c
e
r
y
ALWAYS find your way “home” (back to ones have come to look
helps those who help themselves.”
store and
Source). Please note that finding your way back forward to in the pages
Well, a good place to start helping the
l i s t e n
home does NOT necessarily require going of this newspaper.
overall mission is to learn to recognize
within to
on
many
anywhere and definitely does not require Yet,
and
UTILIZE
your
own
inner
what their
“ascending” in some mystical manner as many occasions, this person
body
is
“New Age” gurus would lead you to believe.
still asks the same
connection!
lacking,
You are all efforting toward growth and a question within: “What
or
they
greater understanding of who you are and can I do to help?”
Receiving public messages for sharing herein will feel a strong attraction to a certain fruit
where you are going.
THE MOST
FUNDAMENTAL TOOL FOR YOU TO FIND, is just one small part of what this one does to or vegetable. Has not this been a common
How many of
UNDERSTAND, AND USE, IS YOUR help the mission, but the same cultivated ability experience for many of you?
INTERNAL CONNECTION WITHIN!
is used in all aspects of this one’s life you ever witness ones sitting down in the
If you are reading these sorts of messages challenges. This is to say that the Guidance is grocery store to “meditate” in order to connect
(channeled, received, etc.) and you believe that continually a part of the day-to-day experience with this same Higher Guidance? Not too
there is “something” to them beyond the and not just a once-a-week message-receiving many!
This is the same Guidance that will send you
messenger who writes them down, then you are “thing”. This is how it should be for all of you.
ready to take YOUR own pen in hand (or tape
We do not need a hundred public receivers! messages of cravings or messages of feelings or
recorder) and begin writing (or speaking) for But we do need as many hands, feet, and most messages of ideas, thoughts, or even words. It is
YOURSELF!
importantly, MINDS of those who will allow the all the same basic mechanism! You all have had
experiences of such messages—especially if you
Many of you sit “out there” and petition for messages to come through.
Note I said ALLOW! This is the key! Have have ever had to go through a pregnancy where
Guidance and ask: “What can I do to help?”
You have all heard the saying: “God helps you ever allowed someone to give you a gift? Is there are all sorts of “unusual” cravings and
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such.
The point here has been made to you ones
over and over again: Your world is about to
“crumble” and we of the Hosts of God have a
great desire to maximize the value for you of
the coming experiences so that you each will
have the greatest possible opportunity for
growth. Connecting within is central to
achieving the full value of this time upon your
planet—not just for yourself but also for those
around you. You each can help one another
by that which you uniquely contribute FROM
WITHIN.
Many have erroneously flocked to places
wherein are located some of the ones who receive
public messages for this newspaper, in an attempt
to hide from (or avoid accepting) personal
responsibility which goes along with seeking
their own Guidance within.
Is it not possible there would be important
growth and sharing experiences where you were
located before such an impulsive and maybe
irresponsible move? Perhaps your personal
Guidance would suggest to you a better location
for the sharing of your talents. Have you been
ignoring the “gut” feeling that you need to
relocate elsewhere?
Perhaps you need to allow the inner
connection so that you will be around to help
others at a later time?
We have many
Groundcrew members at this time who are in
locations where they simply will not physically

survive what is coming. Each of you know
who you are. You’re the ones with that
nagging anxious feeling that will not go away!
What holds you in these areas that have been
told to you will simply not make it? Is it a job
that holds you? Friends? Family? Fear of the
unknown? Why do you continually discount the
many messages and Messengers that we have sent
your way?
You will create your own miracle of survival,
else you will surely re-experience this same
challenge, again and again, until you learn that
YOU ARE CREATOR.
Always keep the Light of God around you
and ask for clarification of any and ALL entities
who may come into your energy space. This is
most important, else you are likely to be tricked
and fooled by entities who play upon your
weaknesses and are suppressive and manipulative
in nature.
These “dark” ones (low-frequency beings)
realize that their reality of existence and
ability to influence is directly related to YOU
being in a vibrational frequency range that
they can function within. As more and more
of you begin to function in a higher range,
outside of their ability to function, they begin
to see that their games are indeed meaningless,
and thus they too are confronted with an
experience which makes them re-evaluate their
“reality” and what is truly of value.
As one grows, all grow! There is quite a
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dimensional schoolroom that you ones participate
within. Never underestimate the significance that
YOU represent to the overall growth of many
unseen entities! Learn to accept that you each
can and will become a wayshower for MANY!
This is an earned level of responsibility and is
not a role that one “stumbles” into.
I am Violinio St. Germain and I give
special thanks to Commander Tomeros Maasu
Korton for his assistance with both this writing
and the communication link between us and
our receiver. We come in Light and in service
to Creator God—The One Light.
Salu!

Let us endeavor so
to live
that when
we come to die
even the undertaker
will be sorry.
— Mark Twain

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher Authors,
plus several commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things arent working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And thats where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
Just how we choose to deal with such
change is TH E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon
Earth at this time. And restless searchers cry
out for that which may help them cope with
these truly challenging times ahead. Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.

P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Phone: (800) 800-5565 or (805) 822-9655
Inside US: $18.40, priority ship incl.
Outside US: $25 (US funds), priority ship incl.
* * *
In Canada, phone: (800) 294-5250 or (250) 832-0085
or send CAN $26 to: The Preferred Network, Inc.
P.O. Box 1275, Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P4.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75
S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

T GAIASPELT

○

○

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

T

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

T GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

○

○

○

○○

○

No Longer
Available

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

$130.00

T MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

T MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

○

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

$ 20.00

T FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

○

T HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$ 18.00

$ 10.00

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

T PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$1100.00
$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS

$ 80.00

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extrasee right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATANS DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET
ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNELS NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. REALITY ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES

70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GODS NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROLTHE RAZORS EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERILAN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER(The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1; 223. VOL. 2;
224. VOL. 3; 225. VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1; 228. VOL. 2;
229. VOL. 3; 230. VOL. 4

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACTand
vice versa.

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

SUBSCRIPTION RA
TES
RATES

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:
1-800-800-5565

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES
52 ISSUES

U.S.

w/ENVELOPE

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

CAN/MEX FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES 10 COPIES 25 COPIES 50 COPIES 100 COPIES
$40

$45

13 ISSUES

$95

$125

$160

$275

$60

$40
$80

$80

$90

26 ISSUES

$190

$250

$320

$550

$110

$150

$150

$170

52 ISSUES

$380

$500

$640

$1,100

BACK ISSUE RA
TES
RATES

Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

